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AbstrAct
the article aims to show that conditioned by globalization processes integration tendencies in the world economy stimulate the 
search of new export expansion directions and development methods. their evaluation and implementation are important driving for-
ces for national economic growth and sustainable development of regions. current Lithuanian state’s position in export promotion, 
as it enters into exchanges with the ever-changing global environment, must be conceptually justified, enabling equal participation in 
the international trade and the ability to withstand globalization’s challenges. Most importantly, export promotion and development 
mechanisms and instruments should allow for timely responses towards the increasing liberalization of economic relationships and 
encourage the introduction of prerequisites for the acceleration of economic growth through export expansion.
KEY WOrDs: internationalization, globalization, SME’s, export promotion, export development. 

JEL cODEs: F130; F140; F150; O110; r110.

Introduct ion

the new era of globalization, being operated through World trade Organization (WtO), and marked by 
liberalization of trade through elimination of all physical and fiscal barriers, has unfolded multitude of oppor-
tunities and challenges. constantly changing global business environment encourages the search for new 
growth opportunities, thus creating background for the stimulation of international business relationships. 
International trade is a key feature of economic globalization. Economic theory as well as empirical evidence 
clearly shows that countries which are more open to trade are also those that grow the fastest. 

regarded as priority export orientation of the national economy is expected to ensure its sustainable and 
dynamic progress, economic and financial security and, in the end, growth of common wealth. Increased 
liberalization of international trade that resulted from globalization processes has brought pressure to bear 
on Lithuanian exporters to be more competitive both in price and quality to succeed in the European Union 
and global market. Lithuania had adopted export orientation as a development policy. Yet, Lithuania’s export 
performance has remained not enough.

Export promotion measures that can be utilized under the current World trade Organization (WtO) sys-
tem can be treated as the tool for economic development. state support for exporters becomes a necessity due 
to inevitable competition with economy subjects from other states who are in a more favorable position. this 
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advantageous position is acquired not only through the longer experience in the global market but also from 
effectively functioning export promotion processes management system in their countries.

States are not always capable of fully implementing export development due to specific restrictions that 
exist internally. Management of successful export development processes is a complex task, as it requires a 
lot of efforts, resources and persistence in comparison with traditional export promotion methods. Consequ-
ently, it defines concentration of theorists’ efforts for new export development strategic directions formation, 
new internationalization and export development trajectories models creation. the challenges in the ma-
nagement of export development in the context of global area create new requirements for the states, their 
national institutions and economy subjects. they are challenged to adopt new strategic export development 
decisions that would encourage focus on the creation and acceptance of new skills. such innovations would 
allow overstep the boundaries of traditional business and enable the acquisition of competitive advantage in 
the global area product markets. 

Three major issues have recently emerged that influence export promotion: growing interest in the en-
vironment and sustainable development, the importance of small and medium-sized enterprises (sMEs) as 
exporters and the scope for increasing trade in goods and services. the export potential of small and me-
dium-sized enterprises has been a growing subject of interest. the current trend points strongly towards a 
sustained growth in this share, supported by expanding output and employment. recognizing their growth 
potential, most governments in developing countries are giving priority to sMEs through policy support and 
other incentives.

the main aim of the article is to reveal the importance of small and medium- sized business for 
export growth and to review export promotion and development impact taking into account the factual 
export performance of Lithuanian sME’s s and their attitude to export promotion activities.

research methods: logical analysis and synthesis of related literature, comparison and generalization, 
deduction and conceptualization, empirical research. 

1 .  Internat ional izat ion t ra jector ies  

current dynamic globalization processes create international business environment that radically differs 
from the former providing new challenges and trade-offs. Literature studies reveal that separate authors 
present different definitions of globalization but uniting features in all definitions are that they highlight 
the trend towards greater political, economical, cultural and technological interdependence among national 
institutions and economies (Czinkota, Ronkainen, Moeffett, 2005; Daniels, Radebaugh, Sullivan, 2007; Hill, 
2009). Discussing the current peculiarities of the global economy it is useful to evaluate as it opens possi-
bilities to enter into new markets, provides extensive choice of the human and other resources and creates 
competitive pressure (Kucinskiene, Jatuliaviciene, 2002). Market openness, associated with globalization, 
has increased the speed, frequency and magnitude of access to worldwide markets, including all tangible 
and intangible aspects of commerce thus attracting attention of all concerned: both theorists of international 
business, state institutions, interested in export development and business sector enterprises. 

The stimulation of rapid globalization has tremendously influenced the patterns of firms’ internationali-
zation. The term internationalization has been defined differently by many scholars depending on their field 
of research. Johanson, Vahlne (1977), early developers of the idea of internationalization, have defined it as 
a gradual and incremental process in which the firm involves on the international markets through a series of 
incremental stages. The broadest definition that can be applied in every single concept developed is that inter-
nationalization is the process of increasing involvement in international markets (Welch, Luostarinen, 1988).

there are many empirical researches existing that analyze the process of internationalization of small and 
medium-sized enterprises (sME’s). the patterns of internationalization, developed by some of the authors, 
involved into internationalization patterns research, and described as a sequence of stages based on a mixtu-
re of classification criteria, including length of export criteria, export involvement, volume of exports as a 
percentage of sales, countries exported to, etc. are presented in table 1.
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Table 1. Different perspectives to internationalization stages

author/Year criterion Specification of stages
Johanson, J., 
Wiedersheim, P. F 
(1975) 

Market entry 
mode 

stage1. No regular export activities
stage 2. Export via independent representatives (agent)
stage 3. sales subsidiary 
stage 4. Production/manufacturing

bilkey, W. J., 
tesar, G. (1977)

Sequence of 
learning stages

Stage1. Management is not interested in exporting and would not even fill 
an unsolicited order
Stage 2. Management is willing to fill unsolicited orders, but makes no 
effort to explore the feasibility of active exporting
stage 3. Management actively explores the feasibility of exporting
Stage 4. The firm exports experimentally to some psychologically close 
country
Stage 5. The firm is an experienced exporter to that country
stage 6. Management explores the feasibility of exporting to additional 
countries, psychologically more distant

cavusgil, s. t.
(1980)

Export 
involvement 

stage1. Experimental involvement
stage2. Active involvement
stage3. committed involvement

Johanson, J., 
Wahlne, J. E. (1990)

resource 
commitment

stage1. Irregular export activities 
stage 2. Export via independent sales representative 
stage 3. Establishment of overseas sales subsidiary 
stage 4. Establishment of foreign manufacturing subsidiaries

Kotabe, M., 
czinkota, M. r. 
(1992) 

Experience Stage 1: Partial Interest in Exporting. Prepared to fill an unsolicited export 
order, but does not make the effort to explore the feasibility of exporting
stage 2: Exploring Exports. Actively exploring the feasibility of exporting, 
but exporting less than 5 % of total sales
stage 3: Experimental Exporter. Exporting on an experimental basis to 
countries that are geographically close or which share a culture similar to 
the domestic market, with exports representing over 5 % of total sales
stage 4: Emerging Exporter. Export sales exceeding 5 % of total sales; ready 
to adjust export offerings to changes in the commercial environment, but still 
exporting only to countries that are close geographically or culturally
stage 5: Experienced Exporter. Export sales are greater than 5 % of total 
sales; currently exploring the feasibility of exporting to additional countries 
that are distant and have different cultures

Albaum, G., 
Duerr, E., 
strandskov, J. 
(2005) 

choice of 
countries for 
exporting 

stage1. No interest in exporting 
stage 2. Fill unsolicited orders 
stage 3. Explore feasibility of exporting 
stage 4. Export on experimental basis to psychologically close country 
stage 5. Experienced exporter to country of stage 
stage 6.  Explore feasibility of exporting to other countries 

Passing the stages reflect evolution of orientation from primarily a domestic firm to a global player. In-
ternationalization entails a notion of exchange, or, more precisely, trade, and progress through stages leads 
a firm presumably ending with no longer being solely an exporter but introducing some forms of overseas 
production. Therefore, as Dicken (2003), Hill (2009) point out, economic activities are becoming not only 
more internationalized, but that, more significantly, they are becoming increasingly globalized. these terms are 
often used interchangeably although they are not synonymous. Internationalization is related with increasing 
geographical expansion of economic activities over a national country’s border (Dicken, 2003, or, according 
to Hill, 2009). internationalization occurs as firms extend products and services into foreign markets, accor-
dingly it is relatively easy to measure internationalization via the proportion of international sales (export-
import) to total sales Globalizations is more advanced and complex form of internationalization, emerging 
as the norm in a growing range of economic activities Dicken (2003) and is the process by which businesses 
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create value by leveraging their resources and capabilities across borders, and includes the coordination of 
cross-border manufacturing and marketing strategies (Hill, 2009).

2.  Impact  of  export ing on economic development

Accelerating changes of the global business environment evoke the need for an updated understanding 
of the possible benefits of exporting and in a new way to evaluate its attitude towards long term perspective. 
The obvious and potential benefit of exporting for the state’s economic growth and development requires 
exploitation of propelling challenges in the global arena. It is widely accepted that an increase in the export 
volumes has a positive impact both on the development of separate regions, states as well as individual su-
bjects of the economy (Rakauskienė, 2006). regions and states, which are tied together by globalization, 
experience faster economic growth than the ones that integrate into the world economy at a slower pace.

Empirical researches (sena, 2004; Kearney, 2004; beck, 2006) reveal the impact of speedier globalization 
processes for the state’s involvement into political, technological, cultural integration processes. Exports 
have become a major source of national income for many small, open economies and a source of growth and 
survival for many small and medium-sized and large enterprises, especially in Europe. World trade recorded 
its largest ever annual increase in 2010 as merchandise exports increased 14.5 per cent, buoyed by a 3.6 per 
cent recovery in global output as measured by gross domestic product (GDP) (World trade report, 2011). 

As it could be seen from the table 2, world GDP at market exchange rates increased by 3.6 % in 2010, 
one year after an unprecedented contraction of 2.4 % that accompanied the financial crisis in 2009, while 
world trade increase achieved 13.5 percent in 2010. 

Table 1. GDP and merchandise trade by region, 2007–2010 (Annual % change)

a  Includes the caribbean. 
b  Hong Kong, China; Republic of Korea; Singapore and Chinese Taipei.
Source: World trade 2010, prospects for 2011

therefore, the international trade can be seen as a crucial factor for success in development – without an 
increase in international exchanges, there can be no development. 

regarded as priority export orientation of a national economy is expected to ensure its sustainable and 
dynamic progress, economic and financial security and, in the end, growth of common wealth. Expansion 
of regional trade relations becomes intermediate necessary step striving to participate in the global trade and 
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allows for business subjects to acquire necessary experience to successfully compete in the global markets 
(World trade report, 2011).

Considering the importance of exports for economic development, the question of the day is how states, 
regions and their economy subjects should improve export performance in the markets radically changed 
by globalization? concept of export-led growth (growth though exports), especially stresses significance of 
exports for economic growth, accumulation of foreign exchange reserves, the necessity to create production 
facilities to serve export markets resulting in increased employment levels, to attract foreign private inves-
tment and technology to build new export industries with improves productivity and, ultimately – enhance 
prosperity, also to create export promotion and development strategies and export promotion institutional 
structure (czinkota, 1994; Jatuliaviciene, Kucinskiene, 2005; todaro, smith, 2006). 

the global market offers opportunities for exporting small to medium-sized enterprises products and 
services. Because there is no single globally accepted definition of SMEs, definitions of SMEs are various 
in different countries depending of the number of employees, kind of the economic activity and the amount 
of sales (small and medium-sized enterprises: 2010). the European Union has adopted a new standardized 
definition of SMEs concerning the definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises with updated 
financial thresholds that entered into force for EU members on January 1, 2005. (Commission recommen-
dation, 2003). This definition is to be used for all cases where eligibility is to be assessed and programms are 
to be targeted.

The export potential of small and medium-sized firms has been a growing subject of interest. Why should 
today’s export promotion strategies focus on sMEs, rather than on large enterprises? small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) occupy unique position in most of the countries and are found in a wide array of bu-
siness activities. sME does also play a central role in the European economy. In 2010 Europe’s 23 million 
sMEs, accounted for two thirds of jobs in the private sector and 59 % of total value added in the non-financi-
al business economy as of 2010 around 80 % of new jobs over the past five years have been created by SMEs 
(small business, big World, 2010). 

However, European SME’s are ill equipped to capitalize on exporting opportunities. A considerable num-
ber of European sMEs are engaged in international activities yet only a small percentage is involved in 
internationalization beyond the Internal Market. the two most common modes of internationalization are 
exports and imports: 25 % of sMEs within the EU 27 export, of which about 50 % also go beyond the In-
ternal Market (13 %); 29 % of sMEs within the EU 27 import, again 50 % import from countries outside 
the Internal Market (14 %). (Internationalization of European sME’s, 2010). Europe needs to boost their 
internationalization process and provide the necessary support to sMEs when going international (small 
business, big World, 2010).

3 .  the concept  of  export  promotion and export  development

Another important aspect in the research of exporting expansion is export promotion. Export promotion 
has become a popular policy for promoting economic development growth in state and local economies since 
the 1930’s. realignments on both macro and micro levels are occurring on a daily basis, making past orienta-
tions obsolete and compelling companies to seek new business beyond national borders. Exports and export 
promotion activity that have received interest only recently due to the balance of trade deficit, unemployment 
and domestic growth slowdown, are becoming important components of the state economic development 
program (todaro, smith, 2006). the promotion of export activities through government and other public or 
private sector institutions has received wide attention from both policy makers and academic researchers. 
This interest reflects, on the one hand, recognition of the potential usefulness of export promotion for busi-
nesses and, on the other hand, that the well-performed export promotion activities have a major impact on 
trading businesses competencies abroad and thus bring in the economic well-being of a country. 

Governments consider exports as engine of growth and worldwide provide assistance applied to improve 
their enterprises performance by providing the knowledge and competence applied to export market develo-
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pment (Gencturk, Kotabe, 2001). As the states enter into more and more into international exchanges, new 
export promotion mechanisms evolve in the global trading system striving do not protect local industry but 
forcing it to compete internationally.

The broadest definition, presented by Czinkota, Ronkainen, Moeffett (2005) defines export promotion 
as the government attempts to stimulate exports by giving incentives to exporting firms. Incentive programs 
are designed to attract more firms into exporting by offering help in product and market identification and 
development, pre-shipment and post-shipment, financing, trading, payment guarantee schemes, trade fairs, 
trade visits, foreign representation, etc. (Export promotion. business dictionary). Assistance for exporters 
may take many forms. some of export promotion activities are new and not explored; others are widely used 
and confirmed empirically. The most interesting among them deal with exporting not as an end in it but as a 
part of a package of trade development initiatives.

the understanding that export expansion is needed to achieve further growth and development induced 
the governments of various countries to create export promotion policies, export strategies, establish export 
promotion institutions and create programms for export promotion. successful export growth relies not only 
on governmental institutions activities but also on private sector institutions initiatives and activities. the 
who and where gives the assistance for exporters, and the form of assistance varies among the countries 
according to the country’s history, political and economic circumstances, economic and social structure. this 
occurs because there is not uniform agreement on the nature or extent of involvement by private and public 
sector in export promotion.

Governments were responding to greater liberalization of foreign trade regulations and increased com-
petition from abroad. Export promotion strategy is an important component of country’s economic growth 
and development and is related with possibilities to increase exports.  In a study about export performance 
of firms in Chile, Alvarez (2004) has shown that permanent and successful exporters have used public export 
promotion programms more intensively than less successful exporters. the further discussion of both such 
traditional and innovative approaches in export promotion or export development should shed more light 
into the matter. 

Differences between two concepts export promotion and export development strategy evidence in their 
orientation. Export promotion activities are to encourage increased sales of products that are currently avai-
lable for export. All promotional efforts are based on existing production and aim at increasing the value of 
foreign sales by a given target. 

Today’s export promotion strategies must reflect the changing nature of the international trade environ-
ment. As a reaction to the challenges of the contemporary globalization processes, many scientists, such as 
Hibbert (1998), Czinkota (2002), Evans (1997) distinguished new and innovative approach to export promo-
tion that is export development conception which emphasizes the importance of non-traditional export de-
velopment. this type of development would include creation of new exportable products and/or penetration 
into the new, previously inapproachable, markets as well as development and diversification of non-traditio-
nal export areas thus creating more dynamic and competitive business environment. representatives of this 
concept argue that for the research and implementation of export development methods and means there is a 
need to identify opportunities, which not only allow sustaining traditional markets or entering the new ones, 
but also provide help while creating competitive advantages in the enterprise, product sector and state levels.

The export development approach clearly requires more effort, resources, and persistence than the sim-
ple traditional export promotion approach (Hibbert, 1998). Both strategies, export development and export 
promotion, have their own rationale and are related to different problems and consequences for a country.

States are not always capable of fully implementing export development due to specific restrictions that 
exist internally. Management of successful export development processes is a complex task, as it requires a 
lot of efforts, resources and persistence in comparison with traditional export promotion methods. the chal-
lenges in the management of export development in the context of global area create new requirements for 
the states, their national institutions and economy subjects. they are challenged to adopt new strategic export 
development decisions that would encourage focus on the creation and acceptance of new skills. such inno-
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vations would allow overstep the boundaries of traditional business and enable the acquisition of competitive 
advantage in the global area product markets.

4 .  Li thuanian export  development  subjects  interests’ diagnost ics

Lithuania, as a small country, with small domestic market, historically has had little choice but to imple-
ment export led-growth. Foreign trade now plays a significant role in determining the overall growth rate of 
the Lithuanian economy. Export of goods and services is regarded in Lithuania as one of the most important 
priorities of national economy development. Lithuania has a very open market and carries out most of its 
foreign trade with the EU. The trade to GDP ratio reached 126.7 percent in 2008–2010 (Country profile: 
Lithuania)

In 2010 Lithuanian merchandise exports reached 20.8 billion Us$ and commercial services exports 4,07 
billion respectively (Country profile: Lithuania). Lithuanian foreign trade shows a deficit insofar as the value 
of imports is greater than that of exports. this can largely be explained by the fact that the country imports a 
large quantity of gas from Russia, whose prices were raised in recent years. 

The export performance of SMEs is of great significance to Lithuania, given the contribution of small and 
medium-sized business to economic growth and job creation. the Lithuanian export promotion system is in 
accordance with relevant international rules (WtO and EU rules and regulations) and enables Lithuanian 
exporters to participate under fair competitive conditions in international markets. Overall, Lithuania has 
reshaped incentives provided to exporters, eliminated subsidies in order to harmonize foreign trade policies 
and increased transparency of export subsidy programs. Due to WtO regulations and EU customs Union, 
Lithuania now applies measures indirectly assist exporters such as: export finance and insurance as well as 
marketing assistance. However, large scale export promotion programms are difficult to implement under 
the budget constraints. Active debate about export promotion system reform concerns questions of an export 
promotion support access evaluation. 

the aim of the research.  to reveal Lithuania’s sMEs export development possibilities improvement 
during the process of internationalization in the context of current state of globalization.

In order to achieve the aim of the research detailed objectives are formulated:
1. to reveal obstacles that are suppressing Lithuanian sME’s export development and to evaluate moti-

vation for Lithuanian export promotion activity transformation through the use of empirical research. 
2. through the use of the results from the empirical research, to foresee areas and means for the im-

provement of Lithuanian sMEs exporting. 
the following criteria for the achievement of empirical research aims were distinguished: 
1. By type of impact (influence on export growth).
2. by impact object (sME’s in manufacturing industry and services (wholesale and retail trade and 

construction) industries.
3. by utility of impact according to internationalization stages.

survey data has been used to test statistical hypotheses: 
H.1. Evaluation of export promotion encouragement depends on the type of firm’s activity area; 
H.2. With the growing export experience, the application of export promotion is evaluated more favorably.
The survey questionnaires were based on theoretical considerations. Based on the parameters of this 

material sampling, adaptation to empirical research, has been identified, and questions had been formulated. 
Questionnaire consists of open and closed questions which are divided into two parts. First part of the ques-
tionnaire analyzes current situation of respondents’ enterprises exporting situation whilst defining their cur-
rent internationalization stage. In the second part, testing of raised hypotheses is conducted and respondent 
attitude to export promotion state is identified. 
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During research 380 Lithuanian enterprises were questioned. Survey data were processed and analyzed 
by using statistical data analysis methods such as statistical data analysis packet sPss 13.0, Mann-Whitney 
and Kruskal-Wallis test criteria as well as Spearman correlation ratio. 

the results of the research
Striving for long term economic growth under conditions of current globalization, at first it is needed to 

evaluate current economy’s exporting position and potential
As the respondents named the types of economic activities they are in, while answering questions based 

on the nominal scale, their answers showed that more than half of the enterprises operated within the manu-
facturing sector – 52.6 percent while less than half of them operated within trade and construction sectors- 
47.4 percent. through the use of the interval scale, responses regarding length of companies’ activities were 
gathered. the results showed that there were 21.1 percent of companies that had the operational history of 
up to 5 years, 40 percent five to nine years, 30.3 percent ten to fifteen years and 8.7 percent operated longer 
than 20 years. According to the size of the companies by the number of people employed, there were 23.2 
percent of up to 9 employees, 55.8 percent of 10 employees and 21 percent of the companies had 50 to 249 
employees.

the experience in the export activities was measured, and the results revealed (see x table) that 
13.4 percent of the companies have never exported and show no intention to do so. 7.9 percent of the com-
panies with no exporting experience wanted to start internalization process.

Figure 1. the experience in export activities

there were not many companies that would consider themselves as experienced exporters to geographi-
cally and culturally remote countries – 6.3 percent. The majority of the researched companies failed upon 
their first exporting experiences – 32.1 percent. There were 24.3 percent of the companies that successfully 
exported and wanted to expand their export further and 21.1 percent of the companies were experienced 
exporters selling to geographically and culturally proximate countries.

Evaluating export involvement, enterprises that only fulfill occasional export orders, make up for just 
over one fifth of the responders – 21.3 percent. Companies that fulfill regular export orders, but do not intend 
to research active export possibilities are dominating the research – 35.8 percent. Only 18.4 percent of res-
pondents are actively researching the possibilities to export. Furthermore, only 6.3 percent of the companies 
had prepared an export marketing plan. similarly, only 6.1 percent of the companies have prepared their 
long-term export strategy.
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Figure 2. Export involvement evaluation

the majority of the respondents (61.8 percent) were companies whose export part of sales was 10 to 
49 percent, 26.2 percent of the companies had 10–19 percent export part of sales, 35.6 percent had 20 to 
49 percent and 16.1 percent had more than 50 percent of export as part of their sales. Equally, 11.4 percent 
and 10.7 percent of the companies had accordingly up to 5 percent or 5 to 9 percent as their export part from 
the sales.

Figure 3. Export part of sales

In regards to the levels of goods and services adaptation and standardization levels, almost half of the 
exported products are the same as the products being sold internally – 44.6 percent. Products, which have 
been minimally adapted, play quite a significant role reaching to 33.9 percent. However, only 19.6 percent 
of adapted and/or new products are exported to the foreign markets.

the export-led growth strategy is not an un-mixed blessing and its success is conditioned by the export 
of diversified capital intensive and value-added products
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While evaluating the help in promoting export, the majority of respondents thought it was average 
(44.1 percent), 31.4 percent believed it to be negative and only 24.6 percent evaluated the help positively.

During the analysis of respondent opinion on the export promotion evaluation, some of hypothesis were 
sought to confirm:

Hypothesis 1:  Evaluation of export promotion encouragement depends on the type of company’s acti-
vity area

From all of the respondents that negatively evaluated export promotion, 56.8 percent were manufacturing 
and 43.2 percent were services sector companies. Within the manufacturing companies, 33.7 percent evalua-
ted the help negatively. In the services sector 28.7 percent evaluated the help negatively.

From all of the respondents that positively evaluated export promotion in Lithuania, manufacturers make 
up to 42.5 percent and service industries – 57.5 percent. Within the manufacturing companies, 19.8 percent 
evaluated the help positively. Within the services industry, 29.9 percent evaluated the help positively. the 
help was valued as average by 55.8 percent of manufacturing companies and 44.2 percent service companies’ 
respondents.

It can be thus confirmed that opinion on export development evaluation and the type of firm’s activity 
area are not related, i.e. the differences of opinions are statistically unimportant since (Chi-Square) p = 0,085, 
hypothesis is not confirmed.

Hypothesis 2:  With the growing export experience, the application of export promotion is evaluated 
more favourably.

Among the companies that have never exported and are not intending to do so, 16.7 percent evaluated the 
export promotion encouragement negatively, which represented 7.2 percent of overall respondents. 18.8 per-
cent evaluated help favorably, which represented 10.3 of overall respondents. 64.6 percent or 19.9 percent of 
overall respondents evaluated help as being average. Since p = 0.007, there is a dependency and the numbers 
are statistically reliable.

Among the companies that have never exported but would like to start the export, the export promo-
tion help was valued favorably by 21.5 percent of respondents, or 6.9 percent of overall respondents with 
25.0 percent (or 6.3 percent overall) valuing it negatively and 53.6 percent (or 9.6 overall) valuing it as being 
average. Since p = 0.0556, the valuation of export promotion and export experience are not interrelated, i.e. 
statistically insignificant.

Having compared the results for the statement “Started exporting but the results were disappointing” to-
gether with “How do you value export promotion help in Lithuania”, 28.0 percent or 29.7 percent of overall 
respondents valued it negatively and 40.7 percent or 30.8 percent of overall respondent valued the help as 
being average. 31.4 percent or 42.5 percent of overall respondents valued help positively. Since p = 0.110 the 
differences are statistically insignificant. It is confirmed then, that respondents that experienced export down-
falls, also value export promotion help in Lithuania negatively.

Among the experimental companies that have successfully exported and wanted to carry on, export pro-
motion help was valued unfavorably by 51.7 percent of respondents, or 41.4 percent of overall respondents, 
with 28.1 percent (or 16.0 percent overall) valuing it as being average and 20.2 percent (or 20.7 overall) 
valuing it favorably. Since p = 0.000, values are statistically reliable.

Among the companies that are experienced exporters into geographically and culturally close markets, 
export promotion help was valued unfavorably by 20.0 percent of respondents, or 11.7 percent of overall 
respondents. 15.4 percent (or 11.5 percent of overall respondents) valued the help favorably. 64.6 percent (or 
26.9 percent of overall respondents) did not have an opinion. Since p = 0,001, values are statistically reliable.

Among the companies that are experienced exporters into geographically and culturally distant mar-
kets, export promotion help was valued favorably by 56.6 percent of respondents, or 14.9 percent of overall 
respondents. 21.7 percent (or 3.2 percent of overall respondents) did not have an opinion while 21.7 percent 
(or 4.5 percent of overall respondents) valued the help unfavorably. Since p = 0.001, values are statistically 
reliable.
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It can be therefore summarized, that research results showed interdependence between company’s inter-
nationalization level and its opinion toward the usefulness of export promotion, most favorably evaluated 
by the experienced exporters into geographically and culturally close markets. Hypothesis, that with the 
growing export experience, the application of export promotion is evaluated more favorably, was partially 
confirmed.

conclusions

current internationalization and globalization processes create new opportunities and challenges for in-
ternational business development. Considering export benefit, every state is interested in active support as 
for its economy subjects export opportunities improving, as helping for current or potential exporters to 
widen or strengthen their activities in the international markets. regarded as priority export orientation of 
the national economy is expected to ensure its sustainable and dynamic progress, economic and financial 
security and, in the end, growth of common wealth

support for sME’s and their goods and services becomes prerogative, therefore export promotion means 
should be more oriented to sME’s enterprises

Export promotion means should provide better accesses to the recent foreign markets and more know-
ledge about them. Export development aims at producing new export products and/or penetrating new mar-
kets that were not accessible before. Strategic implications should be specific programs to address the cons-
traints for exporters in different internationalization stages.

Lithuania depends heavily on trade in general. the majority of the country’s exports come to European 
Union member countries. Empirical research on Lithuanian sME’s revealed a rather pessimistic evaluation 
of current export development condition and disadvantages of Lithuania sMEs export supply, as well as lack 
of knowledge on export promoting institution help.

research also revealed the need for more value added exports, more adapted or new products and enlar-
ging the involvement base of Lithuanian sME’s companies in exporting. Export promotion and development 
support should be oriented to providing better access to the foreign markets and more knowledge about them 
providing specific programs to address the constrains.

Export encouragement, the choice of priority subjects, identification of the most perspective export de-
velopment markets for sMEs, depending on the stage of internationalization as well as concentrated export 
support towards those sMEs, in authors’ opinion, would allow seeking for directed export development in 
the context of globalization conditioned integration processes.

Improving export promotion and development activities in Lithuania would strengthen its export capabi-
lity, enhance its competitiveness and boost demand for products, thereby stimulating economic growth and 
development in the global market.
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SmulkauS ir vidutinio verSlo įmonių ekSporto Skatinimo 
pokyčiai  lietuvoJe,  ekSporto plėtroS kryptyS

Gražina Jatuliavičienė, MariJa KučinsKienė
Vilniaus universitetas (Lietuva) 

santrauka

Šiuolaikinės integracijos tendencijos, nulemtos globalizacijos procesų, skatina kurti naujus eksporto 
plėtros kryptis ir plėtros metodus. Jų įvertinimas ir įgyvendinimas yra svarbi varomoji jėga ekonominiam 
augimui ir darniam regionų vystymuisi. Straipsnyje siekiama atskleisti, kad dabartinė Lietuvos valstybės 
pozicija, įsitraukiant į tarptautinius mainus dinamiškoje globalioje aplinkoje, eksporto skatinimo požiūriu 
turi būti konceptualiai pagrįsta, leidžiant lygiaverčiai dalyvauti tarptautinėje prekyboje ir tinkamai reaguoti į 
globalizacijos iššūkius. Svarbiausia, kad eksporto skatinimo ir eksporto plėtros mechanizmai bei instrumen-
tai leistų laiku reaguoti į vis spartėjantį ekonominių santykių liberalizavimą ir skatintų ekonominį augimą, 
atsižvelgiant į eksporto plėtrą.

PAGRINDINIAI ŽODŽIAI: internacionalizacija, globalizacija, smulkus ir vidutinis verslas, eksporto 
skatinimas, eksporto plėtra.
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